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Abstract—In augmented reality applications, high 

brightness at high resolution is crucial to guarantee a good 

user experience. Explorations on efficient light sources have 

already been undertaken, and GaN µLEDs tend to be a good 

candidate. Nevertheless, micro-display driving circuits usually 

do not provide sufficient luminance level to offer good contrast 

against ambient light. We report the design and fabrication of 

a GaN LED microdisplay driving circuit enabling, to our 

knowledge, the highest brightness for such a pixel pitch and 

resolution. The driving circuit was designed in a 0.18µm 

CMOS process with 1640x1033 resolution. Each LED is 

controlled individually by a CMOS pixel of 9.5µm pitch. A 

monochrome green microdisplay enables more than WSXGA 

resolution and can reach 3.8MCd/m² for a fully ON micro-LED 

array. 

Keywords— microdisplay driving circuit, GaN micro-LED, 

high brightness, augmented reality, pulse width modulation, 

HUD, near-to-eye. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The trend on devices for virtual and augmented reality 
increases continuously, requiring high-resolution 
microdisplays at small pitches. While virtual reality offers a 
complete immersion, augmented reality aims at merging user 
environment with a displayed content. Then, augmented 
reality requires taking into account the environment. A 
sufficient luminance from microdisplay is one of the 
challenges to offer contrast against ambient light, and allow a 
good user experience. Microdisplay with quite mature 
technology such as LCD, LCoS, micro-mirrors or OLEDs 
are already marketed, but do not tackle the need for high 
brightness [1]. Despite the lack of maturity, GaN LED 
technology could be a good candidate, demonstrating high 
contrast, high brightness, high efficiency as well as good 
lifetime [2]. Integration of low-resolution micro-LED GaN 
arrays with a driving CMOS demonstrated early the 
feasibility of a high yield and complex driving circuit [3], 
[4], [5]. Other technology of microdisplay with driving 
CMOS were presented, and can show high resolution but 
limited brightness -up to 20kcd/m²- [1], [6]. Circuits with 
micro-LED GaN technology can demonstrate brightness 
reaching up to 2.2.107cd/m², but on single source 
measurement, or a limited resolution [7], [8], [9]. Indeed, the 
challenge of scaling high brightness at high resolution and 
low pitch induces important power densities. Under those 
conditions, it is very difficult to guaranty good luminance 
uniformity across the array, because of voltage drop and lack 
of headroom for circuit drive. 

This work focuses on the design of a CMOS 
microdisplay control circuit, capable of delivering sufficient 

power to enable high luminance at high resolution and 
reduced pixel pitch, along with an important luminance 
range, and adapted to GaN micro-LED technology. To our 
knowledge, this is the first circuit gathering all these aspects 
together. 

The designed CMOS is also suitable for monochrome, 
bicolor and full color use, with multiple color mode and 
white temperature tuning. Once again, to our knowledge, this 
circuit is also the first enabling full color monolithic GaN 
array control. 

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

A. Microdisplay stack 

The microdisplay consists in an array of pixelated GaN 

micro-LED at 9.5µm pitch [10], stacked on top of a CMOS 

driving circuit (backplane), shown Fig. 1. Depending on 

final microdisplay application, GaN array can be 

monochrome green, for very high luminance need, or 

monochrome blue, combined with conversion layers to 

obtain a bicolor or a full color microdisplay. CMOS circuit 

configuration enables adapted polarization depending on 

desired color mode (see Fig. 1 and detailed CMOS 

architecture Fig. 7).  

Last metal layer in CMOS circuit offers electrical 

connection in pixel for both anode and cathode. Anode is 

pixelated individually for each LED, whereas cathode is 

common for the whole microdisplay, and routed in grid on 

LED array die. PAD opening on GaN layer, above CMOS 

IO ring, enables a microdisplay external control, with an 

electrical connection from PCB to the circuit core via 

multiple bondings.  

B. LED mismatch compensation 

As mentioned earlier, GaN LED maturity level has some 
drawbacks. It can influence directly control circuit 
architecture. Typically, non-negligible process mismatch is 
an important concern. Then, it is necessary to apply an 
individual correction to each LED to ensure good luminance 
uniformity. Fig. 2.and Fig. 3 show performances from 
previous GaN µLED characterizations. Fig. 2 shows the  
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Fig. 1. GaN layer stack with CMOS backplane, and CMOS display circuit 

drive principle. 
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Fig. 2. Measured minimal, maximial and typical luminance versus µLED 

voltage for a 8µm pitch µLED  

nominal voltage V0 for a goal luminance L0, and 10 times 
min to max luminance error due to dispersion without 
correction, for the fixed V0.  

On Fig. 3, nominal current induces 4 times min-max 

luminance error on a linear curve, easier to correct. Hence, 

current correction architecture is chosen. Current control is 

also a good solution for other emissive technology such as 

OLED. Evolution of electro-optical characteristics with 

increased temperature tend to deliver larger current for a 

constant voltage. Microdisplays with a voltage control will 

deliver more current, leading to circuit ageing, and could 

suffer from supply collapse, thus degrading microdisplay 

performance. 
Assuming that luminance uniformity of 10% is not 
perceptible to human eye, we can deduce current correction 
range and accuracy. To ensure the 10% uniformity, we chose 
a harder correction specification of 5%. Then, a 5 bits current 
correction is enough for required luminance uniformity. 
Before normal use of microdisplay, a calibration phase will 
evaluate LED-to-LED dispersion with a 5 bits accuracy. The 
resulting 5bits mismatch picture will be stored in an external 
memory, and will define the pixel current polarization later, 
during a normal use.    

C. Pixel Circuit 

On the proposed pixel Fig. 4, the transistor P1 and P2 act as 

current sources. During current initialization, Fig. 5.a, P5 

and P6 are turned ON, and P1 and P2 are diode connected. 

This configuration prevents from error copy due to voltage 

drop and threshold voltage variations of P1 and P2. 

According to 5 bits LED correction, a column foot DAC 

will provide the appropriate current IDAC through P1 and 

P2. At the end of initialization phase, voltage Vg(P1,P2) is 

stored in P1 and P2 parasitic capacitor Cgs1 and Cgs2 . 

In the meantime, a color data is written in the digital 

memory. To minimize pixel area, grey level information is 

expressed by binary mode PWM called BCM (for Binary 

Code Modulation), with an in pixel digital memory. During 

LED emission phase Fig. 5.b, LED is turned either ON or 

OFF depending on PWM current bit emission. For a logical 

‘1’, LED will be turned ON, with a Luminance  value 

L(IDAC).  

During emission phase, LED to LED voltage variation on 

anode is expected, because of LED process variations. This  
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Fig. 3. Measured minimal, maximal and typical luminance versus µLED 

current for a 8µm pitch µLED. 

may cause an unpredictable Vds(P1) and Vds(P2) variation 

between initialization and emission phase, leading to current 

variations, and then luminance non uniformity. To minimize 

current error from drain to source voltage difference of P1 

and P2, current source is cascoded.  

Coarse adjustment of microdisplay global luminance is 

implemented directly in pixel with HIGHL_EN signal. 

When HIGHL_EN=’1’, both P1 and P2 are selected to 

deliver full current amplitude. When HIGHL_EN=’0’, only 

P2 current source is activated, and drives LED with a lower 

current depending on P1 and P2 W/L ratio, given by:                

 

Assuming current is linear with luminance, for a chosen 

high luminance level L0, lower luminance only depends on 

P1 and P2 W/L ratio. 

When HIGHL_EN=’0’, no current flows through P1. In this 

luminance mode, gate node voltage Vgs(P2) is highly 

sensitive to variations (flicker or charge injection), because 

of small storage capacitor Cgs2 . Proposed pixel architecture 

uses P1 as a MOS capacitor connected to gate current source 

Vg(P2) when HIGHL_EN=’0’. P2 gate is then loaded by a 

bigger capacitor than Cgs(P2), and lowers gate sense node 

Vg(P2) sensitivity to variations. 
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Fig. 4. Pixel architecture 
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Fig. 5.a) Pixel current initialization phase, example with HIGHL_EN=’1’  

Fig. 5.b) Pixel emission phase, example with HIGHL_EN=’1’ 
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Fig. 6. Pixel   equivalent current source in low luminance mode (for 

HIGHL_EN = ‘0’) 

D. Pixel layout 

As discussed previously, high brightness microdisplay leads 

to an important amount of power delivered by CMOS 

control circuit. Then, power dissipation and voltage drop are 

both limiting microdisplay performance. Voltage drop will 

decrease locally supply headroom, and prevent current 

source from delivering the proper current value, resulting in 

a decreased luminance in micro-display’s center [9]. To 

mitigate those effects, pixel routing strategy consists in 

using thick metals and high-density metal routing in pixel. 

LED common cathode is also electrically connected to 

CMOS circuit in each pixel, and can benefit from the high 

density routing strategy, helping to minimize voltage drop. 

Final pixel pitch is 9.5µm (see Fig. 8).    

E. Top architecture 

CMOS driving circuit comprises a 1640x1033-pixel array of 

the presented pixel (see Fig. 4), and its integrated control 

electronics (see Fig. 7). Row driver acts as a rolling shutter 

control of the array, enabling row current initialization, 

memory initialization and micro-LED emission. Row driver 

also allows a precise dimming function via emission control 

with PWM switch. Color Data Driver addresses the 

appropriate color data to the corresponding column. 

Mismatch data Driver addresses column Current DACs by 

distribution of the appropriate 5 bits mismatch data to each 

column DAC.  

Each column DAC consists in a 5 bits current steering DAC 

architecture, with unity current sources pondered depending 

on DAC bit. DAC current IDAC derived from classical 

current steering DAC formula is given by:   

        
I0 is the minimal current per pixel, for a given color and 

luminance mode. ILSB is the DAC unity current. i is the bit 

weight for mismatch correction.  

For example, with a monochrome green microdisplay with 

configuration HIGHL_EN=’1’, minimal current I0 is 5µA 

with Datamismatch[4:0]=’00000’, and maximal current is 

20µA, with Datamismatch[4:0]=’11111’.  

Knowing that DAC to DAC current mismatch decreases 

when WxL of unity current source increases [11], design of 

DAC cell consisted in a tradeoff between DAC to DAC 

dispersion, and DAC affordable pitch. The DAC final 

footprint is 19µm x 80µm.   

DAC BIAS cell controls the unity DAC current. According 

to COLOR_MODE[1:0], VBIAS[3:0] will impose same 

voltage to each VBIAS in monochrome mode, or different 

value for bicolor and full color mode. Selection of different 

color current references in DAC BIAS cell enables relative 

color modification via current ratio tuning. This enables 

color temperature adjustment, or correction of micro-LED 

wavelength shift from expected values.  

Total circuit footprint is 20mm x 14.5mm (Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 7. Top architecture of CMOS driving circuit. 
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Fig. 8. Top circuit and pixel layout. 



III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The curve of Fig. 9 shows the luminance versus supply 

voltage drop. Voltage drop affects particularly luminance 

drop for highest pixel current (equivalent to maximal 

mismatch correction). Under high currents, Vsg(P1) and 

Vsd(P1) are more important and suffer from a lack of 

headroom. 

Voltage drop will cause current decrease, and affect 

luminance uniformity across the array. However, human eye 

is less sensitive to luminance gradient caused by voltage 

drop than pixel-to-pixel variation due to LED mismatch. 

Then, luminance uniformity specification is less constraint 

than for LED correction calculation, so 15% luminance loss 

is already acceptable. As soon as total voltage drop does not 

exceed 950mV, current decrease is under 15%, as well as 

luminance decrease. Expected voltage drop is 0.27V for 

ground supply and 0.24V for power supply. Total column 

voltage drop is 0.51V < 0.95V. Thus, the whole column can 

be turned ON with acceptable luminance loss due supply 

drop.  

This is particularly interesting in avionics applications 

needing high contrast for displaying information or 

symbology. 

Expected luminance for a fully ON monochrome green 

microdisplay with 20µA nominal current is 3.8MCd/m² 

[10].  

Expected pixel performances are summarized TABLE I. . 

TABLE I.  PIXEL SPECIFICATIONS 

Pixel specification 
Expected results 

Value Unit 

Max. Brightness 3.8x106 cd/m² 

Pixel pitch 9.5 µm 

LED mismatch correction 5 bit 

Pixel current 5 to 20 µA 

Pixel voltage 5.5 V 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We report the design and fabrication of a CMOS control 

circuit for a future 1640x1033 array of GaN µLEDs. To our 

knowledge, this is the first circuit providing sufficient power 

to drive micro-LEDs array with a luminance level suitable 

for outdoor applications. With a monochrome green array of 

GaN micro-LED, we expect 3.8MCd/m², if the whole array 

is turned ON at highest luminance. Two analog luminance 

modes allow a coarse dimming. Thinner dimming 

adjustment is also possible via PWM duration control. 

Multi-color mode enables several emissive source nature, 

with different type of array: monochrome, bicolor, full 

color. Color temperature can also be adjusted depending on 

source nature and ageing. This versatile circuit enables 

multisource usage, and paves the way for further GaN 

micro-LEDs evolution. 
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Fig. 9.LED current delivered vs. Supply voltage drop 
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